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A bstract
The purpose of the project was to examine the relationship 
between parent-child play styles and preschool children's peer 
competence. Observations of interaction between popular and 
rejected children and their mothers and fathers were 
conducted. The families and undergraduate objective 
observers identified the affective displays of the children and 
their parents to determine if popular and rejected children 
differ in encoding and decoding abilities. Rssults 
demonstrated that popular children and their parents generally 
sustained longer play-bouts, displayed less controlling 
behaviors, less coercion, and less negative affect than 
rejected children and their parents. There were no differences 
in family member's ability to decode emotional expressions. 
However, the non-family observers recognized the expressions 
of popular children more often than rejected children. Length 
and ooereion of parent-child interaction were significantly
rtlatad to anoodlng and dacoding abilitia t, whila affactiva 
to n t and oontrol w art not raiatad to th a t* abilitiat. Tha 
raautti ara oonsittant with tha viaw that family intaraetion 
pattams may oontributa to diffaranoaa in paar intaractiva 
compatanca and tuggast that amotional tnoodlng and daeoding 
prooaaaaa may play an important madlating rola.
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7Peer Competence: Parent-child Interaction 
and Emotional Communication Skills
How well preschool children are accepted by their peer 
group is an important factor in their social adjustment and 
even In their later life. This acceptance depends on a variety 
of social skills that are learned in different ways. One 
determinant of peer competence is the parent's influence. 
Parents may directly influence their children through 
techniques such as monitoring, coaching, and modeling.
Parents can also indirectly facilitate their children's social 
competence through their relationships with their children.
The way in which parents play with their children is an 
indirect influence, and fathers and mothers may differ in play 
styles. One goal of the present projeot is to examine the 
relationship between parent-child play styles and the child's 
social acceptance by peers. A second aim is to explore die role
of encoding and decoding of affective expressions in mediating 
the relationship between parent-child ptay and peer status.
In this paper, l will begin by reviewing the literature 
concerning children's relationships with peers, their social 
status assessment, and their social goals. This review will 
reveal that children's social goals relate to their social 
competence with peers. Then the importance of parent-child 
relationships in terms of attachment, child-rearing, and play 
styles will be evaluated. This will show that these 
relationships have an impact on children's social status.
Lastly, we will look at families' ability to produce and 
recognize facial expressions. This will suggest that affective 
cues may be an important factor in children's relationships in 
preschool.
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Peers serve as an important influence in a child's 
development. They are a source of information about racial 
rules, act as reinforcers, serve as models, and set stendasds
9against which children can evaluate themselves. Peer status 
early in life is also an important factor in how children 
function later in life. Since peers are of such significance, it 
is necessary to be able to assess peer status • that is whether 
children are popular, rejected, neglected, average, or 
controversial. Certain social skills can determine which 
status group a child win belong to, and in turn, these social 
skills may determine the child's goals and strategies of social 
interaction. In this section, the background literature on these 
topics will be examined.
The Importance of Peers. Early peer relationships are often 
predictive of later social adjustment. Parker and Asher (1987) 
studied three indices of problematic peer relations as 
predictors of later outcomes; acceptance, aggressiveness, and 
shyness/withdrawl. These outcomes were "dropping out" of 
school, criminality, and psychopathology. In their review, 
Parker and Asher examined follow-back and follow-up data. 
Follow-back designs select a sample of adults who are deviant
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on some adjustment outcome and a second sample of adults 
who are free from disorder. These designs refer back to school 
and clinic records to identify those aspects of child 
functioning that are associated with the adult problem. The 
follow-up designs select groups of children who differ in 
behavior and compare their subsequent adjustment. Both 
designs have found that, in general, children with poor peer 
adjustment are "at risk" for problems in later life. The 
clearest evidence i f  for th* outcomes of "dropping out" and 
criminality. These are best determined by low acceptance and 
aggressiveness. However, the predictive value of 
shyness/wkhdrawi has not teen tested sufficiently. 
Nevertheless, Porter and Asher's (1M7) review points to the 
importance of peer relationships a t predictors of some 
aspects of later behavior.
r i i f  A llim m in t To assess children as popular, rejected, 
neglected, average, or controversial, teacher ratings can be
* c. >■
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used. Alternatively, sociometric methods, that require 
members of a group to express their feelings with regard to 
one another, also provide information about sociometric 
status. Peer nomination is the most common of these 
techniques. This involves asking the children to identify their 
most preferred or least preferred playmates. However, this is 
unreliable in preschool children because these children have 
difficulty with accurately naming their friends.
Asher, Singleton, Tinsley, and Hymel (1979) found a more 
reliable method of assessment which asked children to point 
to pictures of three classmates with whom they liked to play 
and three that they did not. Then the children were asked to 
assign pictures of their classmates to either a happy (positive 
score), sad (negative score), or neutral (zero score) face 
depending on how much they liked to play with that child. The 
popular children were the ones that received more positive 
scores than negative scores. The rejected children were given 
more negative scores than positive scores. The friendless, but
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not disliked, children were considered to be neglected. The 
average children had some friends but not as many as the 
popular children. The controversial group was small, 
consisting of children who received both positive and negative 
scores.
Coie, Dodge, and Coppotelli (1982) tried to identify the 
behaviors which were most associated with these different 
sociometric categories. They examined children in grades 
three, five, and eight, and they also determined if the 
behaviors differed among age levels. Each child was asked to 
name three classmates whom he/she liked the most and least. 
Each child was also asked to name three children who best fit 
in eaoh of 24 behavior categories. It was found that the 'like 
m osf scores signifioantly correlated with "supportlveness”, 
"physical attractiveness", "cooperativeness", and "leadership". 
The behaviors of children that correlated with the liked least 
scores were "disruptive", "aggressive", "starts fights”, "gets in 
trouble with teacher", and "acts snobbish". These behaviors
13
were correlated with the popularity measures at each grade 
level.
A second study used these behavior descriptions to divide 
children into the peer status groups of popular, rejected, 
neglected, average, and controversial. The popular group was 
found to have high scores for "cooperates" and Heads peers" 
and low scores for "disrupts", "fights", ami "seeks help". The 
rejected children were found to have the opposite attributes. 
Controversial children had some characteristics that 
resembled both of these groups. They were seen as 
"disruptive", "starts fights", "seek help", but also to be 
"leaders*. These children scored the lowest on shyness which 
is probably why they were considered to be leaders (Cole, 
Dodge, and Coppotelli, 1982).
Quels and d te a to a li. There are also differences in the 
goals and strategies used by children when Interacting with 
peers. The goals and strategies that children choose may 
determine the way they behave in peer groups. These behavior
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differences may either be the cause or the consequence of the 
children's social status, although it appears to be a 
bidirectional relationship. Goals and strategies can be 
understood by examining how children initiate relationships, 
maintain relationships, and resolve conflicts (Renshaw and 
Asher, 1982). Asher, Renshaw, and Hymel (1982) studied the 
strategies of initiating relationships in popular and unpopular 
children. The children were shown a picture of a new child in 
the class and ashed how this child could meet the others. 
"Popular children were more likely to suggest a joint activity, 
or suggest playing with the children, whereas the unpopular 
children were more likely to say that the teacher should help 
the new child in getting to know the children" (p. 138).
Children of different sociometric status differ not only in 
goals but also in their strategies for dealing with other 
ohildren. Renshaw and Asher (1982) examined the differences 
in popular and unpopular children's social goals. These
15
differences in goals may ba responsible for the fact that 
children use different strategies when interacting with peers. 
It was found that children of high social status suggested 
more positive and outgoing goals than did the low status 
children. Both the popular and unpopular children had the same 
amount of avoidant and hostile goals. It was also found that 
although the unpopular children did not always produce 
appropriate goals, they seemed to recognize them. This shows 
that the low status and high status children set different 
goals for entering a group.
Asher, Renshaw, and Hymel (1982) examined conflict 
management In kindergarten children of differing sociometric 
status. They described two conflict situations to the children. 
In the first situation, one child is playing with a toy and 
another child tries to take it. In the second situation, two 
children are watching television, and one of them switches the 
channel. The results indicated that the unpopular children 
were more likely to suggest aggressive strategies such as
16
hitting the other child or breaking the toy or television set.
The popular children suggested nonagressive strategies such 
as persuasion, compromise, or asking parents or teachers to 
intervene.
In general, it has been shown that the quality of children's 
peer relationships have an important impact on children's 
social development. Second, children vary in their behaviors, 
goals, and strategies when interacting with their peers. Next, 
we review the ways in which parents influence their children's 
peer competence.
Parents as I•iff
In many ways parents can influence how their children 
relate to their peers. Parents can directly influence their 
children's peer relations by deciding which neighborhood to 
live in and what school their children will attend. Parents, 
especially mothers, arrange social meetings for their children. 
They can also coach, act as models, and monitor their 
children's behavior. (For a review of these aspects see Parke
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and Bhavnagri, 1988; Rubin avid Sloman, 1984.) Second, parents 
can indirectly influence their children dirough their social 
interactions with their children. For example, the quality of 
attachment between parent and child affects how the child 
will relate to peers. It has been found that early attachment 
may predict die child’s later behavior (Sroufe and Fleesen, 
1988). Secondly, parental responsiveness in parent-child (May 
also acts as an important role in indirectly influencing 
children's social relationships. Through this parent-child 
interaction, children learn to regulate other's behavior as well 
as their own. The literature relating to this indirect influence 
of the parent on the child's peer relationships will be examined 
next.
Attachment The amount of close contact and affection that 
the parents give the child is important in their developing a 
secure relationship (Maccoby and Martin, 1983). It is assumed 
that the quality of the early attachment between the parent
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and infant will influence the child's later social relationships. 
According to Hartup (1986), children use their knowledge from 
one relationship to create new relationships and, therefore, 
gain independence.
Sroufe and Fleeson (1986) examined different parenting 
behaviors and the effects on their children. Children were 
assessed in the "strange situation", a lab paradigm used to 
measure the quality of attachment between the infant and 
parent (Ainsworth, 1973). Toddlers were either in situations 
with their mother or a stranger. Their attachment and 
exploratory behaviors were observed. The securely attached 
infants occasionally sought to be near their mother although 
they explored the strange environment when she was present. 
These infants displayed high contact with their mother after 
being alone with a stranger. "Anxiously attached" infants 
showed frequent distress and crying when their mother was or 
was not present. They did not show interest in making contact 
with their mother after being alone with a stranger. It was
19
found that sacuro infants cooparate with thair mothers and are 
more socially competent in preschool. Infants who are 
avoidant and resistant seek little assistance and have mothers 
who are less responsive than secure infants. These children 
tend to become highly dependent on their preschool teachers. 
Sroufe and Reason (1986) also found that hostile parenting 
may produce socially incompetent children whereas warm 
parenting may produce socially competent children.
Jaco b sr\ Tianen, Wide, and Aytch (1986) assessed two- 
year old children in the strange situation and grouped them as 
secure, ambivalent, or avoidant. After six months, each child 
was brought into the laboratory with an unfamiliar playmate 
for a free play session. It was found that the ambivalent 
ohlldren showed the most sooiability toward the strange peer, 
whereas the secure and avoidant ohlldren were more hesitant. 
The secure toddlers elicited the most positive responses from 
the playmate and the avoidant toddlers received the most 
resistance. This shows that although the ambivalent toddlers
20
were the most sociable, the secure toddlers may have elicited 
more positive responses after being cautious. Through their 
hesitation, the avoidant toddlers may have lead their peers to 
respond negatively to their actions. In addition, it has been 
found that there is a high correlation between peer experience 
and secure attachment in preschoolers (Lieberman, 1977). 
Secure children had many opportunities for peer contact 
outside of school.
Parant Chlld-raarino Practices. General parenting styles 
such as "authoritarian*, "authoritative*, and *permissive" 
affect the behavior of children. Authoritarian parents, with 
high control and low warmth, tend to have children who are 
highly dependent and average in social responsibility. 
Authoritative parents, with high control and high warmth, 
usually have socially successful and independent children. 
Lastly, permissive parents, with low control and high warmth, 
usually have moderately independent children with little 
social responsibility (Putallaz and Heflin, in press). This
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shows that parental warmth is an important factor in a child's 
developing independence. Putallaz and Heflin (in press) list 
several explanations for these results. First, when parents 
meet their children's needs, the children become less 
preoocupied with themselves. Second, children who have 
positive relationships with their parents have a greater chance 
of having positive relationships with others. Lastly, parental 
warmth may provide children with a model for positive social 
behavior.
Family experience, social problem solving, and children's 
social competence were examined by Pettit, Dodge, and Brown 
(1988). Early family experience was assessed through 
maternal interviews. Hypothetical situations of social 
problems were presented to the children to assess their social 
Knowledge. Social competence was assessed by peer 
nominations and teacher ratings. It was found that there is a 
path of influence from maternal values to ehildren's social
22
cognition and social competence. The mother's social values 
were predictive of the child's behaviors, but the mother's 
social knowledge was not predictive of their children's 
knowledge. This shows that the child may acquire behavioral 
styles through family interaction. The limitation of this study 
is that the use of mother's reports of family experience are 
not always as reliable as direct observations. Parents may be 
biased because they are not always aware of some of the 
aspect of their behavior and may use vague terms when 
describing these behaviors (Maocoby and Martin, 1083).
Parant-chlld interaction. Putallaz (1987) examined the 
effect of maternal behavior on children's social status.
Children and their mothers were videotaped during a play 
session. Then the children were each videotaped while playing 
with an unfamiliar agemate. The mothers were asked to talk 
to each other and transcripts were made. It was found that 
mothers of high status children seemed to act in a more 
positive manner and be more concerned with talking about
23
feelings. This may lead to the belief that children may acquire 
some aspect of their mother’s behavior by modeling their style 
of expressing affect.
Through parent-child play, children's peer competence is 
indirectly affected. MacDonald and Parke (1984) studied the 
relationship between mother-child and father-child play and 
preschool peer competence. Children, aged three to four, were 
videotaped in their homes playing with their mother and father 
for 20 minutes each. The children's social competence was 
assessed by teacher rankings of popularity, teacher ratings of 
social competence, and peer interaction. It was found that 
popular boys have fathers and mothers who are engaging, 
fathers that are low in directiveness but physically playful, 
and mothers who are verbally stimulating. Paternal 
directiveness is negatively correlated with popularity in boys 
and girls. Positive social attributes are given to girls with 
physically playful fathers and directive mothers. This study 
shows the differences in the ways in which the play styles
24
fathers and mothers lead to peer competence. Through play, 
children learn to regulate their behavior and the behavior of 
others, and they may learn communication skills. The children 
may also learn how to decode social and emotional signals 
from the parents.
An extension of this study by MacDonald (1980) examined 
parent-son interaction with popular, refected, and neglected 
boys. The children were asseseed in their preschool by peer 
nominations and teacher ratings. Then, the boys were 
videotaped in their homes playing with their parents for 20 
minutes each. The results were consistent with MacDonald and 
Parke (1984), in that there are higher levels of physical play 
and more positive affect expressed by the popular children 
than the other children. Gender differences were also found 
between the parents in their amount of physical play, with 
fathers expressing more physical play. MacDonald also found 
that neglected children (with few friends) are the least likely
25
to approach physical play and engage in affectively arousing 
stimulation. Rejected children were found to be more often 
overstimulated and more often avoided stimulation. These 
children approached the stimulation but then withdrew from it. 
Parents, especially mothers, were found to be the most 
directive with rejected children. In turn, these children make 
Im s  suggestions during the play than the other children. Next, 
we turn to an examination of the role ef affective cues in the 
regi ‘ ^tion of interaction with peers.
One set of skills
diet children may acquire in the course of parent-child play is
the ability to effectively utilize affective expressions for
social communication. Moreover, there is evidence that the
uap of affective signals in tee course of social interactions is 
related to children's peer status. Support for this poMible 
influence comes from Mverai sources. Field and Walden 
(1982) found that children's ability to identify correctly 
pictures of emotional expression (of happy, sad, ashamed,
26
afraid, angry, disgusted, interested, end surprised) were 
related positively to children's popularity with peers. This 
study suggests that popular children seem to recognize facial 
expressions more often than unpopular children.
Bedel end Parke (in Parke et a!., 1986) suggested that 
children may toe learning to encode and decode emotional 
expressions in Pie course of parent-child play. To test this 
they aludied the effect of preschoolers' ability to decode 
emotions on their social status. They asked four and five 
year-eld children to identity posed slides of the emotional 
states of happy, sad, soared, angry, or neutral faces. Teacher 
ratings and sociomefries were used is assess the peer 
oompetence of the children. It ares found that there were 
significant positive relationship* between smotienal deooding 
ability and social status. Finally, using a soclometfle rating 
scale, Edwards, Man stead, and MacDonald (1984) found that 
eight to eleven year-old popular children in Belgium were 
better at identifying photographs of both adult's and children's
27
emotional expressions than less popular children. Together 
these studies suggest that one aspect of peer acceptance is 
the ability to decode other's facial expressions of emotion.
As MacDonald and Parke (1984) suggested, children may 
learn to decode emotional signals from interacting with their 
parents. Beitel and Parke then studied the relationship 
between parent-child interaction and the child's ability to 
decode emotions. Measures of the quality of interactions in 
parent-child play sessions, of teacher ratings, and of the 
children's ability to decode emotions were obtained. The 
results indicate that children's emotional decoding ability is 
related to physical play experience. There were positive 
correlations between paternal physical play ratings and 
daughter's ability to decode emotions. There was only a slight 
paftytve correlation between emotional decoding ability and 
paternal play patterns for boys. There were no significant 
reeults for maternal physical play and children's decoding 
a b ility .
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Taken together, these studies suggest that parents 
indirectly facilitate their children's peer competence.
Children appear to learn ways of relating to others through the 
experience of interacting with their parents.
The Pre— nt Study
The current study examines the interaction patterns 
between parent-child play styles and their peer competence. A 
second goal is to examine the extent to which a child can 
decode emotions displayed by an interactive partner. It is 
assumed that children can learn to decode emotions by 
interacting with a parent and then use this knowledge when 
interacting with peers. The present study will explore the 
play patterns of parents and children of different sociometric 
status. It will also examine the emotional production and 
recognition by the children and their parents among each 
sociometric status group.
This stucfy improves on earlier studies by using
29
sociometrics to pre-select the children of different social 
status groups. The study will also provide a better test of 
emotional decoding by extending parent-child play sessions to 
examine more closely the role of emotional cues in regulating 
social behavior. To see if play styles differ between mothers 
and fathers, this study will involve separate play sessions 
between mothers and their children and fathers and their 
children.
Hvnatha—
1 . ) Fam ilies with rejected children will differ in systematic 
ways from families with popular children. It is hypothesized 
that they will be more controlling, elicit less positive affect 
and have shorter play bouts because of an inability to sustain 
play.
2 . ) Popular children and their parents will be better able to 
recognize emotional expressions and they will also be better 
at producing these expressions than rejected children and their 
parents.
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3.) It is hypothesized that there will be a relationship 
between encoding and decoding skills and discrete measures of 
parent-child interaction during play. Specifically, parents who 
are able to maintain play and are less controlling will have 
children who exhibit higher scores in encoding and decoding 
a b ilitie s .
Method
S u h fe e ti. Thirty-five preschool classes cooperated in the 
study. The average number of children in each class was 10 .5  
(5.5 boys and 5 girls on average per class) whose parents 
returned permission slips consenting to their child's 
participation. The children were assessed by a sociometric 
rating system described below. Fifty-five children were 
identified as popular (24 boys and 31 girls) and 50 children 
were identified as rejected (37 boys and 13 girls). All 
participants were white and from intact, two-parent families. 
8even popular boys, 7  popular girls, 8 rejected boys, and 5
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rejected girls (ages 39 to 85 months old, average 58.4 months) 
and their parents agreed to participate in the remainder of the 
study. Each of these 27 families received $25.00 for 
participating in the study.
P ffln>dUf8. Photographs were W ren of the children whose 
parents had given permission to be tested. All the pictures 
were taken of only the shoulders and heads of the children 
•gainst the same background. The children were not 
enoouraged to amiie. The sociometric teats were administered 
to each ohhd individually. Each ohild was shown the pictures 
of the dees to see if die child oouid recognise the other 
children. The picture* were then spread out in front of the 
ohkd and he/ahe was asked, "Who is the person you would Hire 
to play with the very moat in the class?* That picture was 
removed and the question repeated until the child made three 
ohoioes. The procedure was repeated exoept the child was 
asked with whom he/ahe would least like to play. If the child
32
did not want to name anyone during these procedures he/she
was not required to. For a retest, the ohNd was asked whe 
he/she would like to play with the most/least. An overview of 
the procedure can be seen in Table 1 .
insert Table 1 About Here
m w  ii v ir fn m im
•tih ia o ta . Fa milies of the popular and rejected children
—» w .. ntruaai^ eaaaei aea' f> f> n n a ra ta  let 4 k iaW w i COnXMiOQ Dy pnOnv IriQ  mf i p i i i  10 G O O p ifltv  in Inm
study. Each parent was scheduled to visit the laboratory at tbs 
psychology building for play sessions on separate days. Th e  
oroor of in# cwyo w m o n  010 p p i n i i  vistioa w u  rorMoom mm 
the time between the parent's visits averaged 6 days.
P"u*m*u,m The lab was carpeted and oontained four chake 
and a table, on which there urns a  slide projector. Two video 
oameras in opposite upper oemers e l foe room recorded close*
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ups of too play sessions. Tinkertoys, a stool, and a chair were 
used by the child and parent.
Parents were told that they would be asked to play a series 
of fa m e s with their children. They were asked to remain 
inside the lines en the floor to be in the view of toe cameras, 
which were atoa shewn to toe parents an d  children. Fo r toe 
find Sea minutes (a warm * p  period), the parent an d  child 
ware aahed to ptoy with tinkertoys in aider to p o n e * toe child 
to la m m e  nem fnaabli in toe M b setttop Fa r toe neat ton
wrtve^ ^^ to p*toy *BB PBP* BBBI BBMBB «B pRBQp
g ligto ^ ^u  wigMBto M n h  tojan ^yd an# i^ a  n• BP^BT • *^ BPp BWI BOR 1BPB BR^ Btf BIBB a  BBNi
nm vity mmb» Mil tr iURt
• ifitto M  (etruotorsd play), to « pair « m  aakod to pMp H a r te y * 
tor two minute# by haring top child ie u n o o  en toe parent's knee 
while the parent was tested in a chair.
The second pert of toia segment was tha "hand grab" game 
whtoh Mated tor eight minutes. The parent and child ware 
seeled opposite each other, and one of them put their hands on
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their ihoulders and then tries to graft tie  ethers’ hands before 
he/she pulls them away- They were tokt that they could play 
that game or any other hand game as long as they remained 
seated. The next pert of the study involved the "laces fa m e *.
In this segment, die parent and ehMd wore headphones and the 
•apartm enter, from Pie central ream , told the patent what hind 
at teea to mahe. The ehNd guested whether it was a happy, 
m ad, t a i l  seared, surprise, "yuk* (disgust), or "nothing*
(neutral) tsee. AJtar the pertnt posed the seven randomly
ecdased leees. tt waa the aM tes turn te mahs the fecea while 
the parent gueaaad « M  * a y  m m . If they guessed 
incorrectiy, they w ere indftuotsd to p o o e fttf to « te  naxt lace. 
The number correctly identified by bath c h id  and parent ware 
determined. Only the free-piay and faces game will be 
analyzed ter purposes of this study. An overview of the 
procedure can ba seen in Table 1 .
Each tg minute free-piay session was coded on a second-
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by-second event sequence basis by coders who were blind to 
the status of the children. Events in die session were coded 
as: initiations, response to initiations, termination attem pts,
and termination responses for each play bout (defined as self 
contained activity between child and parent during which they 
engage in a common and sustained activity), in addition, it 
was noted whether or not there was successful engagement for 
each of those behaviors: (See Table 2 for behavior categories).
Insert Table 2 About Here
Definlttona of M a n u re s
Le n g th : Total length of all play bouts in a session.
Affective T o n e : Initiation responses. A  positive affective 
tone includes the total of positive verbal responses, positive 
physical responses, and both positive verbal and physical 
responses. A  negative affective tone includes the total of
36
negativs verbal responses, negative physical rasponsas, and 
both negative varbat and physical rasponsas.
Control: Tha amount of control in initiations. This was
measured by tha total frequency of initiation behaviors which 
allowed tor little input by tha interactive partner. These 
include the total of verbal dtreetive initiations, physical 
directive initiations, and both verbal and physical directive 
in itia tio n s .
The proportion of successful 
engagements when responses to initiations were negative, 
divided by the total number of negative responses.
Coercion in Termination: The proportion of successful 
terminations when responses to terminations were negative, 
divided by the total number of negative responses.
Decoding: Fam ily member's ability to identify the facial 
expressions of other family members.
One*hundred undergraduate subjects were obtained from the
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University of Illinois subject pool. These subjects were shown 
videotape sections of the family subjects' faces gam e. 
Undergraduate subjects were separated into groups with an 
average of six per group who saw the 14 expressions (seven by 
parent and seven by child) of eight different family subjects. 
The eight family subjects that they saw were randomly 
selected from the total pool of family subjects by status, 
gender, and age (children vs. parents). Th u s, one set of 
undergraduate subjects might first see the 14  emotional 
expressions of a rejected boy with his father, then see the 
expressions of the mother of a  popular girl, then the 
expressions of the father of a  rejected girl, etc. 
Undergraduates were rehearsed in the seven different faces 
(happy, sad, m ad, scared, surprised, neutral, and disgust) just 
as family subjects had been. Undergraduates were told that 
they were to watch the videotape closely and to identify tee 
faoe m ade by the family subject. 8ince a  split soreen effect 
w as used to capture the faces of bote parent and child, one*
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half of tha acraan was covarad to allow tha undergraduate 
subjects to oonoantrata on tha family subjact who was making 
tha faoa. Aftar tha sagmant showing tha family subjact 
making a  faoa, tha axparimantar would stop tha tapa and tha 
undargraduata subjaets would than writa on a sooring shaat 
which faoa thay thought had baan portrayad. This prooadura 
yielded a total score of tha number of parent and child facial 
expressions that ware correctly guessed by the 
undergraduates.
R esults
Three groups of analyses ware conducted. Tha first series 
of analyses wars M A N O V A s  comparing popular and rejected 
children during interaction with their parents. The second set 
included two A N O V A s  analyzing the familys' ability and 
undergraduates' ability to recognize the families' facial 
expressions. The third series of analyses oompared tha 
relationships among discrete measures of parent-child 
Interaction and enooding and deooding skills.
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Comoariton of Family Infraction
A  series of 2x2x2 M A N O V A t was conducted, first using the 
raw frequency scores and then using the proportion of success 
to total attempts (success rate) scores. The three factors 
used in these M A N O V A s  ware: status of the child (a between 
subject factor with two levels, popular and rejected), gender 
of parent (a repeated factor with two levels, mother and 
fattier), and a within subjects factor denoting whether it was 
the adult or the child who was engaged in the behavior (actor). 
A  separate M A N O V A  was run for the following types of data:
1) play-bout initiation attem pts, 2) play-bout responses,
3) termination responses, 4) length of time engaged in play- 
bouts, 5) number correct in faces gam e, and 6) undergraduates 
ability to recognize facial expressions. Fo r each of 
behavior categories (1 , 2 , 3 ), the analysis was conducted 
twioe, once using raw frequencies and a second time using rate 
of suooess probabilities.
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Fo r tho behavioral categories, th ro * factors wars 
considarad togathar (status, gandar of parant, and actor). This 
was dona to determine whathar tha dyads diffarad from ona 
anothar based on the status of tha chiidran. Fo r tha langth of 
tima angagad in play-bouts tha factor of actor (adult vs . child) 
was not determinable. Tharafora, thasa data wara analyzad for 
tha batwaan subjaot factor of status and tha rapaatad factor 
of gandar of parant using a 2x2 M A N O V A .
Lanath - Dyads involving popular chiidran and thair parants 
angagad in play activltias for a longar total parlod of tima 
than dyads involving rajsctad chiidran and thair parants, £  (1 , 
26) -  7 .0 8 , ft<.05, saa Figure 1 . This was particularly evident 
tor popular chiidran whan they wara interacting with thair
Insert Figure 1 About Hare
fathers, £  ( 1 , 26) -  8.98, fcc.01. O n ly a trend ooeurrad whan
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they were interacting with thair mothars, E (1, 26) -  3 .6 7 ,
p<.10.
Affective Ton a. Analyses of variance w a rt conducted on 
both positive responses and negative responses to initiation, 
see Figure 2 . While no significant results were found for
Insert Figure 2 About Here
positive affective tone, dyads involving rejected children 
showed more negative affective tone than dyads involving 
popular children, £  (1,26 ) -  5.55, & < .0 5 .
Control. Dyads involving rejected children engaged in more 
oontrol than dyads involving popular children, E  (1 . 26) •  4 .0 8 , 
B * .1 0 , see Figure 3.
Insert Figure 3 About Here
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The ratio of successful engagements 
whan raaponaat w a rt negative ralativa to tha total number of 
nagativa raaponaas was calculated to arriva at a proportion of 
angagamanta avan whan raaponaat wara nagativa, aaa Figure 4 . 
Mothers with rejected children wara more coercive with
Inaert Figure 4 About Hare
nagativa raaponaat than mothera of popular children, £  ( 1 , 26) 
-  3.83, g < .10 .
A  similar set of analytes wara 
conducted with termination raaponaat, aaa Figure 5. Whan 
rejected children responded negatively to a  termination
Insert Figure 5 About Hare
attempt from their mother (by verbally indicating a  desire to
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continue the activity), tha activity was mora likely to ba 
concluded anyway than if a popular child engaged in tha same 
behavior, £  (1 , 26) .  3 .12 , g < .1 0 .
Tha final sat of A N O V A s  compared popular to rejected 
children's successes at identifying facial expressions of 
family members as well as undergraduate abilities to 
recognize these faces. A  2x2 A N O V A  was utilized with the
variables of status of child and gender of parent.
The 2x2 analysis of variance
indicated diet there were no statue-related differences, see
Figure 6. The parents of rejected children were as competent
Insert Figure 6 About Here
at decoding the facial expressions of their children during the 
faces gam e as the parents of popular children were at decoding 
the fade! expressions of their ohiklren. The same is true for
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chidren's ability to recognize tha facial axprassions of thair 
parants. Popular and rejected children did equally well at 
recognizing their parents' facial expressions.
ni Em a tio n i White no status related differences 
were found in parents' and children's ability to recognise eaoh 
others' faces, undergraduate obeervers were abie to 
discriminate between the facial productions of popular and 
rejected children during the faces gam e, see Figure 7 . 
Undergraduates were able to correctly identify the facial
Insert Figure 7  About Here
productions o f popular children more often than the facial 
productions of rejected children, £  ( 1 , 392) ■ 9 .13 , ft< 0 0 5 . 
How ever, undergraduates were unable to discriminate any 
difference in the facial productions of the parents of popular 
and rejected children, £  ( 1 , 389) - 1 .1 3 . p < .3 0 .
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A  Pearson Product Moment Correlation matrix was 
generated in order to determine the relationships among 
length, affective tone, control, and coercion data and encoding 
and decoding abilities. Both the popular and rejected status 
groups were considered together. Although, correlations 
within status groups were conducted in light of the small 
number of subjects only the combined group analyses are 
presented. However, in no case were the data contradictory to 
the overall correlations.
A s shown in Table 3, the better the
children were at identifying their parents' facial expressions, 
the longer the play*bouts were with these parents. Children's
Insert Table 3 About Here
length of play*bout with their fathers and the children's 
abilities to identify their fathers' facial expressions were
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correlated, £ -.3 7 , & < .10 . The length of the play-bout batwaan 
tha children and thair m other* correlated positively with the 
children's ability to correctly identify their mothers' 
expressions, £ -.3 6 , & < .10 , and with mothers being able to 
correctly identify their children's expressions, £ -.3 2 , fc<. 1 0 .
Length and Encoding A s shown in Table 4 , the better the 
undergraduates were at identifying the children's expressions 
with their parents, the longer the play bouts were with the 
parents. This was particularly evident in the relationship
Insert Table 4 M o o t Here
between the undergraduate identifying the children's 
expressions with their fathers and the length of the play-bout
of the children with their fathers, i - .S S , g< 0 l and the length 
of the play-bout with their mothers £ - .1 1 . § 4  OS- Significant 
results were also found in the correlation between the
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accuracy of undergraduates Identifying the children's 
expressions with their mothers and the length of the play' 
bouts with mothers, £ -.4 2 , g « .0 5 .
A s Table 5 illustrates, there
were no signifioent relationships between children's ability to 
Identify die facial expressions of their parents and the
affective tone in the dyads. There were also no significant
Insert Table 5 About Here
relationships between parents' ability to identify the facial 
CKpToeslona of their children and the affective tone in the
dyads.
i o snows nsn UfSPS wsto
no signifioarit correlations between the undergraduates
Insert Tdde 0 About Here
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ability to identify the parant and child facial expressions and 
the affective tone of the mother-child or father-child dyads.
Control m n d  Dacodino As evidenced in Table 7, children who 
were better at identifying their mothers' facial expressions 
engaged in more oontrol with their fathers, £ -.3 6 , a < .1 0 .
Insert Table 7 About Here
A s illustrated in Table 8, the better 
tbe undergraduates were in identifying the mothers' facial 
aMpraaaione, the more oontrol there was in the father-child 
% a tf, £ -.3 9 , ftc .10 .
Insert Table 8 About Here
A s ehown in Table 9 ,
the mothere were at guessing die children’s
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expressions, the less coercion thoro was in the mother-child 
dyed, I-- .3 8 , p < .lO .
Insert Table 9 About Here
As Table 10  illustrates,
the better the undergraduates were in correctly Identifying the
children's expressions with their m others, the less coercion in 
response there was in the father-child dyad, I-- .3 8 , p < .10 .
Insert Table 10 About Here
Unexpectedly, a positive correlation was found in the 
correlation between undergraduates ability to identify the 
fathers' faces and the ooerdon in response In the mother-ohUd 
dyad, £ -.4 8 , ft<.05.
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Table 11 shows that
thsrs w srs no significant relationships botwooon decoding 
ability in the famiiias and coercion in termination in either 
the mother-child or father-child dyads.
Insert Table 11 About Here
Coercion in Torminotion end Eneadino. As Shown in Table 
12 , the better the undergraduates were at identifying the 
mothers' facial expressions the less ooeroion in termination 
there was in the mother-child dyad, £—.4 5 , g < .0 5 .
Insert Table 12  About Here
Discussion
There was support for the hypothesis that there is a 
system atic difference in interaction styles between families
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of popular and rejected children. Thara wara differences In 
the diaorata measures of length, affect, oontrol, and coercion. 
T h e ta  parent-child interaction tty la t parallel the ch ild '*
•tyla of interaction with r ®ers. Fam ily interactions involving 
popular ehildren are typically longer in duration indicating 
their ability to auatain play, in addition, they tend to be more 
affectively positive and involve leas coercion and oontrol. it 
oannot be determined if these styles g u m  the children to be 
popular or rejected with their peers. How ever, it seems 
plausible that parent-child interactions m ay influence the 
ways children relate to their p e w s. A t a  very young age, 
children spend more time with parents than with peers. A s  the 
children get older, peers may serve as a greater infiuenoe on 
their fam ily relationships.
Certain stable characteristics of the child m ay affect the 
w ay a  child relates to a variety of different individuals. Thus, 
the footer of temperament may also be related to the w ay in 
which ohNdren relate te both their parents and their peers.
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Rejected children may hava a tamparamantal disposition to bo 
mors controlling and to display mors nagativa affaotiva ton# 
than popular children. Th u s, both family interaction styles and 
children's temperament may be causes of the children's status 
with peers. Further studies would need to be conducted with 
both of these variables in order to determine their effects on 
children's social com petence.
There were no sooiai status differences found in the 
parent's or children's abilities to identify each other's facial 
expressions within the fam ily. Objective observers, (in this 
case, undergraduates) however, were better able to identify 
the expressions of popular children more often than those of 
rejected children. There are two possible explanations tor the 
difference In enooding skills between popular and retooted 
children. First, the rejected children may have either a 
general overall deficit in their ability to produce clear 
emotional expressions. 8eoondly, they may have aoquired
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idiosyncratic forms of emotional expression. Since the 
parents of rejected children have no difficulty In identifying 
their children's facial expressions, the problem appears to lie 
outside the family. The rejected children may have learned 
atypical *fsm llycentrlc" expressions which their family can 
understand but others outside the family cannot understand. 
This could be compared to the children who speak a different 
language or dialect at home. These children can communicate 
well within their families but in an outside setting, such as 
school, they seem to be less effective.
These two views have different implications for the design 
of intervention strategies. If there was a skills deficit, the 
child would need to learn how to make appropriate emotional 
expressions. If there is already an idiosyncratic 
•famJIyoentrlc" pattern, the child would have to unlearn the 
inappropriate expressions and learn new appropriate forms.
T h t  discrete measures of length end coercion In parent- 
child interaction were signifcently related to encoding and 
daooding abilities. Tha longer the play-bouts, the batter the 
children and parents were at identifying each other's facial 
expressions. Also, the longer the play-bouts, the better the 
undergraduates were at identifying the ohildren's facial 
expressions. Coercion and decoding were related in that the 
less eoerelon there was in the mother-child d yad , the better 
tee mother was at identifying her child's faces. There were 
negative relationships between ooeroion in response in the 
father amid dyad and undergraduates oorrectiy identifying 
ohildren's faces with their mothers. There were negative 
relationships between ooeroion in termination in the mothor- 
ehHd dyad and the undergraduate's ability to identify the 
m oin# ri WMOww*
A  passible explanation for tease results is that the 
eneeding and decoding skills may be important determinants of
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how these indices of length of play-bout and coercion, in fact, 
operate. It is important to be able to identify a partner's 
emotions during a play-bout to determine if the activity should 
be sustained or changed. If one partner is bored or unhappy, 
the other should be able to recognize this and the play-bout 
should be discontinued. If a partner is enjoying the activity, it 
is beneficial for the other person to realize this and continue 
with the play-bout. Conversely, if a partner cannot understand 
the other person's negative oues, activities that are no longer 
enjoyable may continue. Thus, if one person wants to end an 
activity and the other person does not know this, the pair will 
continue anyway. How ever, it would be important in future 
studies to assess the ways in which specific emotional 
displays alter behavior of partners during an actual interaction 
sequence. This would show that these emotional control 
processes do, in fact, operate as hypothesized.
It is also important to note that affective tone and control 
were not related in any systematic way to encoding or
decoding abilities. At first, this absence of a ralationship may 
saam to ba paradoxical. Upon further examination, however, it 
appears that it may not be specific skills such as encoding and 
decoding but, rather, individual differences such as inherent 
disposition which may oause these behaviors. Positive or 
negative affective tone may be determined by a person's 
personality or temperament. The same argument oould be made 
in regard to controlling behaviors. If someone is predisposed 
to respond to a suggestion in a particular manner, skills such 
as encoding and decoding would not be of importance. Fo r 
exam ple, someone who Is inclined to be domineering will be 
more directive during interaction with others.
This study is an improvement over previous studies in 
several w ays. First, it used a better method of sociometric 
measurement. By showing children pictures of their 
classmates we obtained more accurate results of children's 
preferences of friends. We also were able to examine extreme
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social status groups. Second, unlike Putallaz (19 8 7), this 
study considered both the mothers and fathers interactions 
with their children. Lastly, we exam ined specific skills that 
may be related to observed differences between popular and 
rejected children's fam ily interactions.
In the future, these studies should be extended to Include 
more families of popular and rejected children. With more 
subjects, other more subtle aspects of the relationship 
between peers and family interaction might be revealed. A  
third group, of average children and their parents, should also 
be studied. This would add a  comparison and also a baseline 
for children Pile age. Future studies should examine both die 
effects of specific skills and personality in the parent-child 
and peer interactions. This would be a  more suooessful method 
of examining a w ay in which parents may indirectly facilitate 
their obildren's social oompetenoe. Future studies involving 
experimental manipulations of these variables (i.e . parental 
ooerolon) should be oonduoted to determine If they produce the
expected reactions. Expsrim sntal manipulation could involve 
either parental behavior to examine its effect on peer behavior 
or the reverse of this. We should also examine designs in 
which a child is paired with an unfamiliar adult to help 
disentangle those effeots that are speoifie to the parent*child 
dyad from those that are related to stable characteristics of 
the child. O n e  way to do this would involve measuring 
temperament and other personality characteristics of the child 
outside the experimental situation. These proposed studies, in 
cooperation with the present investigation, will provide a 
firmer basis our understanding of how families Influence 
children's peer relationships.
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Tablo 1
Phooo I: Status Aosossmont
A. Photaoraoht takon
• . Child idM ttftM  n ifttn f i• I »lIH WVrfll If W prfwMPl W9
C . U ko  most questions
B . U n  h a d  a u id io n i
A k A M  AS*1* rh ^
•  PikMMyMy aittii • rlv^MM l |Ndf
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Tabla 2
Bout Initiation Taotic
1. Vtrbal Suggestion
A non-diroctivo offor to the partnor during which a 
•pocific raforanoa to an activity ia mada.
2. Verbal Quaation
A non-suggestive quaation during which no raforanoa 
to an activity is mada.
3. Varbal Diraotiva 
A command.
4. Othar
A varbalizad initiation which cannot ba classifiad 
into any of tha abova catagorias.
5. Physical
A n  initiation which does not involve any
verbalizations.
Bout Response Tactics
1. Verbal Positive
A verbal agreement to engage in the activity.
2. Verbal Negative
A verbal disagreement to engage in the activity.
3. Verbal Neutral
A verbal statement that is neither an agreement to 
engage in the activity or a statement that they do not 
want to engage in the activity.
4. Verbal Question
A verbal statement in the form of a question.
5. Physical Positive
Actually beginning the activity or physically moving 
so that the game can oocur.
6. Physical Negative
A movement that prevents the activity from oocuring 
moving away from tire partner to prevent engagement.
8 7
7. no Response
Th# complete look of •  rosponso.
Termination Attompt Tactics
1. Disengagement
Stopping or withdrawing from too activity.
2. Initiation
Ending too activity by initiating a now ono.
3. Verbal
A verbal r i fe aat to and too activity.
Termination Roapenao Tactics
These responses include ad of too categories listed as 
initiation reaponee tactics with too addition of: 
g. Initiation
Responding to an activity by initiating a now one.
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Table 3
Decoding Ability
A ctor
Length
Child with 
Father
Child with 
Mother
Father 
with Child
Mother 
with Child
With Father .37* .17 .08 .29
Wltt^ Mother .24 .36* .15 .32*
Note. *p«.10( **fX.05, ***p<.01
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Table 4
Encoding Abilltw
Actor
Length
Undergrad. 
Guessing 
Child with 
Father
Undergrad.
Queeeing
Child with 
Mother
Undergrad.
Queeeing
Father
Undergrad.
Queeeing
Mother
With Father .62*** .29 -.12 -.03
With Mother .81** .42** *.16 -.23
Not*. *p<.10, **|X.08, ***p<.01
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Table 5
JU U U ldaQ lS tfiO (LA fa ilil)[
A ctor
A ffa c t
Child with 
Father
Child with 
Mother
Father 
with Child
Mother 
with Child
Poeitive 
with Father • .02 .13 - .09 - .13
Poaltlva 
with Mother .09 • .27 • .25 • .09
Negative 
with Father
.11 .19 .21 .06
Negative 
with Mother
.13 -.10 -.04 .12
Not*. *p<.10, **p<.05, *##p<.01
7 1
Toblo 6
Aotor
A ffte t
Undorgrod. 
OuoMing 
Child with 
Fothor
Undorgrod.
Guoooing
Child with 
Mothor
Undorgrod.
Guoooing
Fothor
Undorgrod.
Guoooing
Mothor
Pooitivo
with Fothor -.04
-.11 -.11 -.02
Pooitivo
with Mothor •.29 .02 -.04 -.10
Nogotivo 
with Fothor
.04 -.17 .26 .23
Nogotivo 
with Mothor
-.13 .01 .25 ••09
Note. *p<.10, **p<.06, ***p<.01
-  M *
7 2
Table 7
Aotor
Control
Child with 
Father
Child with 
Mother
N ther 
with Child
Mother 
with Child
With Father -.10 .39* .03 -.11
With Mother .19 -.03 -.09 .14
*p<.10, **p<.OI, ***p«.01
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A ctor
Control
I
Q uUM l^ 
OMte with 
Fothor
viUNiinp
ChIM with
J M »
Questing
Fothor
l^ wPBIgPFtePp*
Quooolno
Mothor
With Fothor -.09 -.06 .23 .36*
With Mother *.28 .08 .16 -.06
Note. >c.10, **p<.05, **><.61
7 4
Ta b le  9
Ability
A ctor
Coercion Child with Child with Father Mother
in ftaaponee Father Moth#: with Child with Child
With Father .21 .00 .23 .07
with u * * * *I nirwWi -.01
* 7
-.14 -.38*
mm- > . i i ,  #> . n ,
Table 10
ioa in flamonM and Encoding
Ability
Actor
Coercion in 
Noeponoe
Undergred.
Queeeing
Child with 
Father
unaargr&G. 
O u n ln q  
Child with 
Mother
Undergrad.
Quasting
Father
Undergred.
QuMAtnaw w W w W  V^p
Mother
With Father •.11 • j r .23 .22
With Mother -.28 .02 .46** M
N o t * . * p « .1 0 , **p < .0 5 , ***p < .0 1
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Tab le 11
tdon In Termination and Daeari
A b ility
A ctor
Coercion in 
Term ination
Child with 
Father
Child with 
Mother
Father
with Child
Mother 
with Child
With Father .14 .21 ■13 .15
With Mothor .00 -.11 23 .16
Note. *p<.10, **p<.08, •« p<.01
7 7
Ta b le  12
ioiUn.,Tarminatii and Encoding
A b ility
Actor
Coercion in 
Tarm ination
Undergrad. 
Guessing 
Child with 
Father
Undergrad. 
Guessing 
Child with 
Mother
UndtfQftd'
Q uoting
F ith#r
Undergrad.
Guessing
Mother
With Father .04 .08 -.14 .15
With Mother -.07 .02 .24 -.48**
N o ta . * p < .1 0 , **p < .0 5 , ***p < .0 1
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